
FIRST!  NISAN 5781 Highlights      Embassy of Zion 3/14/21


=> Welcome, and Finishing Well in ADAR  Joe Turck  


Adar is the 12th month in the Hebrew Calendar.  The word Adar means strength.  


Purim is part of Adar - enter into His Plan and Timing for what he created us for.  It’s a time of 
celebration that the curse is overturned, for decree set against you to be broken.  It’s a month 
to overturn worry and despair, and enter into joy. And it’s a month where your fear shall laugh!  
Victory!  Celebration!


It’s a month to develop warfare strategies against the antichrist spirit. It’s a month to overcome 
giants that are in your life. The enemy wants you to end this month and season in fear so that’s 
what enters you into the next month.  But God wants Triumph and Joy to be what we enter into 
the next season with!


In Chuck’s book A Time To Advance, he says that when we are in God’s right timing we won’t 
fall prey to the enemies tactics to interrupt us any longer!   Being in God’s Timing is part of the 
warfare strategy!  It’s part of the keys to how we overcome.


Adar is a month of realizing your spiritual identity!  What’s really amazing is that until I was 
reviewing this month again in preparation for this zoom, I had not thought about identity being 
associated with it. But I can tell you that multiple times throughout the month I was actually 
praying and asking God to show me my identity in Him and show me the way He sees me. I 
was doing this when I felt the enemy trying to come against me in my thoughts, my worries and 
my concerns.


So I have a personal testimony this month where I was asking for God to show me my identity 
in Him as away to overcome the enemy, and I didn’t even remember that it was part of Adar. It 
shows you just how real and important God‘s timing is. Because even though I didn’t 
remember it, God had me operating and walking in it this past month!  God is faithful to guide 
us through His Holy Spirit if we are submitted to and aligned with His timing even when we 
don’t always realize it. 


Blessing:  Father, I ask that you bless everyone on this zoom, and in the name of Jesus of 
Nazareth I bless every person on this zoom with overcoming joy, with triumph, and to be able 
to see their true identity the way you see them - not the way the world says they are, or the 
enemy or their own mind or flesh sees, but the way you see them.  I bless us all with triumph 
and joy coming out of this 12 month season and into the new 12 month season, as we enter in 
to Passover later this month, and start this new cycle.  I ask that old cycles would be broken, 
curses would be overturned, that there would be victory, and giants before us fall as we walk in 
victory and joy and in your image, in Jesus’ name.   


=> Introduction to FIRST Nisan Susie Zeigler 




We are at a milestone today because we have celebrated First Fruits together on Zoom for a 
full 12 month cycle!  We proclaim the fear of the Lord presides in our hearts and in this land.  
Let’s decree that IDOLATRY is breaking off this territory!   Idolatry is breaking off our lives!  
Jesus is FIRST!  Jesus, you are the PREEMINENT ONE!  FALSE WORSHIP is breaking off of 
our territory.  JESUS IS FIRST, and we have NO other gods before You, in the Carolinas, in the 
13 Colonies, and in this land!  You are the One that gets our time and attention the most!


We are in the Month of Nisan, which is the month of JUDAH, the apostolic war tribe that knows 
how to move with sound. And Judah goes first.  We are here together as one - unified in His 
presence - here  in this Zoom room in the air.  This sound rules in our atmosphere.

We are also boots on the ground throughout this territory - covering a lot of land - where 
Yeshua is Lord!  


=> Introduction of Robby Cummings, worship leader  Susie Zeigler 


Robby is a native of SC, lives in TN, and is a real gift to  the Body of Christ.  His music is a 
reflection of his heritage from the First nations of this land.  He is Cherokee on his mother’s 
side and Lumbee on his father’s side.  Anne and I feel a strong connection with Robby and we 
are honored for him to be with us to lead us in worship.  We are going to be worshipping today 
in our homes throughout the territory, not just one place, as we celebrate Jesus in this FIRST 
celebration in the first of the months. 


=> Robby Cummings leading worship; revelation and decrees throughout 

Susie Zeigler:  I’m seeing something as we worship which I have never seen before.  Layers in 
the atmosphere and layers as in sand. I saw our lives as layers. God our Redeemer is the wind. 
I saw this gentle wind blowing through us, through the layers of our lives, and removing - 
effortlessly removing the sin, removing the iniquity, removing the impurities from our lives as we 
worship. This wind came through. Thank you God. You are our redeemer. There’s nothing we 
can do to redeem ourselves. But you have paid full price. Blow through us, Lord. Let the wind 
of Your Spirit blow through us even as we worship you.


Susie Zeigler:  We have some decrees we want to begin this year with, over our territory, 
speaking into the atmosphere what God says. What the Lord says is so.  We join our faith and 
say yes, it is so, on earth as it is in heaven.   


Julie Turck:  Today we come together as Your Strike-force in our territory, we say by faith we 
are aligning with Heaven in all You want to birth through us. We are calling those things that 

aren't as if they are, and we will not just be Your eye gate but we will be Your mouth gate. 


We say that the Joy extracted from Adar is propelling us into Nisan and the war ahead, and 
that You are preparing us for our next step, our next move. We say by Your grace, Apostolic 



alignment, and our release of praise is what will carrying us to the next bar of that trapeze and 
that we will stay in Your timing. We declare that as Your Strike force that we will strike and 
strike and strike and strike where you have called us to until we see the victory and occupy the 
land. We say the sounds released out of our mouth will be faith-filled speech that will not just 
frame our month but the whole year ahead and we will speak with a new confidence and 
courage as we release. Lord, as we are yielding our ears and mouth to You, we say that we will 
speak miracles and then see miracles. We release our war cry and say Holy Spirit uncover that 
which the enemy would not want us to see. Uncover, reveal and let our promise be embraced. 
We say that all month long we will slay with grace as a new level of faith is birthed in us. Lord 
send to us, straight out of Heaven the war songs, the war dances, and the war decrees that we 
need to overcome this month. We choose to move with You. 


We declare that in this decade of the war of the prophets, that we will contend for the bowls of 
revelation to be loosed over us and over our territory. Holy Spirit, as we all release the sound of 
Heaven from this Zoom Room we ask for the power of sound to unlock the prophetic bowls 
over our us and over our territory. May Your sound being released here right now bring an 

ordering into our feet, like a path being lit up before us, guiding us and leading us into the new. 
Right now, let our faith and sound unlock and pull in Your order over the Carolinas and the 13 
colonies. We receive the angelic assistance to birth all the Lord intends, and declare the next 
move of God will come through our territory, filled with His authority, power and glory. It will 
come through our universities and colleges and schools! It will come through our communities 
and civil government! We declare this day that visible change has come upon us!


We declare and decree that in this first month of Nissan and this year of Aleph, meaning one or 
first that our mouth will align with the winds of Heaven and call our faith up. We declare an 
unlocking and a pulling in of the anointing of the Firsts in our territory. We announce today that 
we are aligned FIRST with the Lord. We announce an ordering for our territory with Israel, the 
First Nation people, and the five fold ministry. And out of that place we will step into true 
identity and the fullness of God original intent to come forth. We declare that we will not just 
operate in the double-portion anointing, but from this place of FIRST we will begin to operate in 
the anointing of Firsts that rests upon our territory, and we will succeed in what You have said. 


So, right now as Your Warriors we come into agreement with Heaven and all the pregnant 
prophetic words hanging in our atmosphere to be loosed over us and to manifest. We say 
Carolinas are the Gate of the Nation! We say the Carolinas go first! We say that those dramatic 
shifts that need to take place in our economies will come forth, and that the ordering that is 
needed is now falling into place. First in breakthrough, First in awakening, First in revival, First 

in Harvest! We say let it be so! We say the veils of division and the veils of worship have no 
place in our land and the very sounds of our decrees and praises are dismantling those demon 
forces. 

The demonic spirits of the last season are being put on notice today that the FIRST Sound, the 
first anointing, and the first decrees are be loosed before us this day, and we are going beyond 
and being prepared for our future, in Jesus’ name! 




Marion Graham:  I have brought you from a trickle to a steady stream of blessing over this 
territory.  You have learned to flow with me and speak my words over the land.  Now I am 
taking you from a steady stream to a gusher - a double portion of blessing and a force with 
which to be reckoned. You have been built together to be a strategic force that can spot the 
enemy, hear my voice, and decree a thing that will stop evil and propel my desires forward.


I have called you the gateway of the nation, for your influence and your ability to open and shut 
my gate will be a prototype.  As you continue to work as one, preferring one another, walking in 
humility, and walking together, you are projecting me, the triune God - Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit. Nothing shall be impossible to you because it flows from My heart.


So get ready.  This will be a year of expansion.  This will be a year to see the strongman fall. 
This will be a year where you will be brought closer to my heart. 


Here He comes, Here He comes!  Attention troops of the Lord.  He is coming with an intent that 
will not be diverted.  He has come to make war.  Stand up and prepare yourself, Army of God.  
He is ready for you. The church of Jesus Christ will stand up in this day.  They will not be cut 
off or slowed down.  Even though they have been wallowing in the swamp, they will stand up, 
filth will fall off, and they will be perfectly clothed and equipped to follow their Lord into battle.  
There will not be too few troops in the day of battle.  But there will be enough to win the battle.  
They do not fight with their own strength or with their own strategy.  But the plans will be in 
their mouths and in their hearts. The double edge sword will be in their hands. And they will 
win! I am laughing and you will be dancing for joy!


Frank Morley:  Come Lord, Come. We have prepared this place, the Carolinas and the 13 
Colonies for you. Let your gentle winds flow across the embers and reignite the fires within us 
so that we can be the strike force for you, in Jesus’ name.


Anne Romanello: His mercy is here.  We have gone up into this beautiful intimate place with the 
Lord, and ones are leading the way in warfare, and I sense that God’s heart is for every single 
person here, that no one be left behind in this. Those on this Zoom, who even in this beautiful 
worship feels a separation from God -  I want to pause here and say He wants to connect with 
you right now.


Repeat a few sentences of Psalm 103 with me.  Right now the power of God is here to break 
through any barrier you personally feel, because this group is moving together as a whole, and 
we are not leaving anybody out of this.  


PS 103 With my whole heart, with my whole life, and with my innermost being I bow in wonder 
and love before you, the holy God.  Yahweh, you are my soul’s celebration.  How could I ever 
forget the miracles of kindness that you’ve done for me? You’ve kissed my heart with 
forgiveness in spite of all I’ve done. 


So now Lord Jesus, we receive your love. You are taking your hand and touching each one that 
none be left behind in this moment of tenderness and power. The Lord is hovering here. We say 



more love, more hover. Yes, God.  In Jesus name, we cinch together this whole group. No one 
on the outside, everyone on the inside, in Jesus’ name.


Susie Zeigler:  We are crossing over together.  I love that you said that Anne - I quoted that we 
are standing by to see the salvation of the Lord on our behalf, because I saw us crossing over 
the Red Sea, not as a mixed multitude, but as a unified body, and ekklesia coming through 
together.


Michael Pham:  As Anne was reminding us his mercy and kindness are here, I want to decree 
over us that winter has passed and springtime has erupted.  And hope is going to be our 
anchor as we move forward in Nisan. Hope with our eyes, where places have been a winter 
season, hope is arising and springtime is here. Love is going to propel us forward into being  
his heart in a harvest from that place as well. Springtime is here.


=>  Decrees from Dream Revelation


Anne Romanello:  The Lord has outdone himself again. Since we met last month in Adar, he 
has given dream after dream after dream, which are similar with the same theme. This is on his 
heart and he is underlining it for us.   


Tara Morley sent a dream this month, and the message I got was that there is a set up for the 
Body of Christ. The enemy has a setup for domination and seduction.  But the Lord has a set 
for us for the empowerment and fruitfulness of the Body of Christ. I believe that’s what is 
before us in this new 12 month season.  Let’s pick the fruitfulness and empowerment, yes? 


Now Tara’s dream underscored and confirmed the 3-step message through 3 similar dreams 
sent by Julie Turck, Karen Williams, and Stephanie Belton.  Those 3 dreams were stunning in 
their similarity!  Two of them happened on the same night.


These dreams were showing God’s heart for his people (way bigger than us) going through the 
stages of getting free from religion, moving from church to Kingdom.  And I believe we all are 
an intercession for that, a demonstration for that.  And we have the privilege of agreeing with 
God’s heart for that and decreeing into this atmosphere in earth.


Julie, the prophet - decreeing the baby coming is JOY.  God has a powerful and fruitful future 
for his Kingdom authority people!  There is a joy set before God’s people!  Joe started out with 
that today - we want to go in joy, not fear. 


In dreams 2 and 3 we see the BOC going through tests and trainings, getting free from the 
mean spirit of religion which is being exposed, and further getting free from spirits of 
domination and seduction. How? They came into a realization of weapons to win spiritual 
warfare.  You see a person through three stages come into their identity of what God has for 
them.  




I thank the Lord for giving these dreams,  Now what do we do with it? It is precious revelation 
to stir faith.  Now let’s join in faith and intercede and decree in agreement with God’s heart for 
His people in this territory.


I decree Life to the Body of Christ!  The JOY of new sons and new daughters being added!

  

The FREEDOM of the people of God waking up and breaking free from the domination and 
seduction of the spirit of religion and idolatry!   


The help and strength of the companions He sets along the Kingdom road as we grow from 
infancy to full stature!   The protection from evil spirits of domination and seduction that want 
to take God’s people for a ride.


And I decree this Embassy of Zion Troop is and shall be a help and strength and place of 
growth and challenge for people getting on God’s fivefold Foundation for Fullness, no longer 
infants tossed about on waves of deceitfulness and deception. 


Together, increasingly, we are a demonstration of the power of God to transform!  Together we 
are a demonstration of the resurrection power of God to raise the BODY of Christ to life and 
wholeness. 


I declare the JOY of the freedom of the Children of God in this territory, in Jesus’ name!  


Stephanie Belton:  I declare that spring has come, and we shall spring forth. I decree that we 
as EOZ will cultivate righteousness for the world, our Nation, our State, our Cities, our Regions, 
our Territories, our children, our families and our homes.  


I decree we have entered into the rest in the finished work of the cross.  I decree we have 
ceased from our own labors, our own will, our own rebellion, our offering of sacrifices to idols, 
our sexual immorality, and eating anything strangled or with any blood, as a Nation, as a 
people, and we enter into His Sabbath rest according to Hebrews 4. 


I decree that the mercy of God will triumph over the spirit of rejection, or the spirit of isolation, 
over the spirit of heresy, and the spirit of divination. 


I decree that grace is greater than our disqualifications and in spite of our imperfections we will 
continue to honor God and His Word. And His favor will rest on our lives, on America, on our 
families, on our ministries and on all Nations, forever. 


I decree as God’s desire has always been to gather His people into the house of prayer, that it 
shall happen in Earth as it is in Heaven through His daily bread and as He breathe on us. 

I decree it is of the Lord’s mercies that we are not consumed, because His compassion fails 
not, his mercies are new every morning, and great is His faithfulness to us!  Hallelujah!


=>  Decrees for Nisan 



Susie Zeigler:  Our words have power.  And when our words are God’s words, we have 
authority to speak them into the atmosphere. This is a sample we do for this Zoom meeting, 
but it will be replicated - we will take it forth - all of you hear and speak the word of the Lord. It 
is our privilege and honor.  Don't feel too small, because he is not small. When the Lord says it 
we decree it in the earth realm, and He will come. This is our commission. It is a joy to see what 
we say established in the earth realm. We are seeding he atmosphere for a harvest.


See this beautiful drawing Brenda Sheppard did this morning for Nisan.


Lord, we respond to Your invitation to ASK you, and to decree a thing and see You establish it!  
We declare our FAITH in You, this day.  We believe in You, the Only True God.  We are calling 
those things that aren’t as if they ARE and we lay hold of Your prophetic word and PULL Your 
Kingdom and Your will into our territory.  


Today on FIRST! for Nisan We are unified as Your Strike Force to make decrees over the 
PORTION that You have assigned to us!  On this land that You have promised, we plant our 
feet, we lift up our voices and we join together in faith to Pass Over together into the NEW!  We 
hear the call to go up!  TODAY, we enter in a NEW WAY!  


In this month of HEI - the Hebrew symbol of WIND, we agree with You, Lord, and embrace the 
new movement that is beginning, the wind that is blowing in the Carolinas!  Your wind blowing 
through the Carolinas is going to change the course of how this nation operates.  




We say to this nation, SHIFT into a NEW FLOW of God’s Spirit!  


Sensitize us, Holy Spirit, to Your change.  We say in the battles ahead, we will lead this nation 
and change the course of how we go to war and how we TRIUMPH!


We decree from the Carolinas the JOYFUL SONG of this land! It goes forth across this nation 
to magnify You, Lord, to strengthen Your people, and to declare Your LIBERTY!  We will 
experience Joy in the War Ahead!


BLOW, winds of Glory, Blow!  We agree and we decree, in Yeshua’s Name “The God wind will 
WIN!”


You are the Lord who sees the end from the beginning. Cause Your wind to enter everything in  
the Carolinas that says university or college.  Change the voice of the universities, and let it 
come before national attention so that Your voice will be heard in this land! 


We call in Your Wind, Lord, Your major wind to blow through the Carolinas and cause Your 
effect on every region of what is called America. 


We say the Carolinas will rise up together, this entire region will move together with the wind of 
Your Spirit, and this movement will bring forth a school of the Spirit for a whole nation to be 
schooled in Your glory! 


And we say, Lord, what Your wind blows down, what Your wind rearranges, what Your wind 
sets in a new order - we will see new life and resurrection!  A rebuilding for Your Harvest come 
forth instead of what was blown down.  China will marvel.  Russia will be concerned.  And the 
Koreas will open up as a wind tunnel - all in response to what You do here as you blow Your 
wind through the Carolinas. 


We will see Visible Change!  We will see Your glory!  We will see it with our eyes:  The God wind 
will win! 


=> Shofar, Closing Worship, Sending Us Forth 

Susie Zeigler: We’ve only just begun!  TY Lord for this month of Nisan!  TY for Your anointing of 
worship and praise that you have put on each one of us. We offer it back to you and say break 
open your worship in us.  We are sent froth with joy and expectation, looking to you for the  
fruition of this harvest, the redemption of this month.  What you begin, you will complete!  At 
the first we give you our best and all our worship. We give you our hearts.


Jai Smith:  Susie when you were talking about the layers I saw a picture of Jesus standing in a 
field, and as he walked past the wind blew and it separated the wheat from the chaff.  


Susie Zeigler: Lord, we are letting you remove those things that are no longer needed so we 
can be fully yours.




You are invited all month to email us your Revelation and Decrees.  We want to move with the 
timing of the Lord, month by month.  Welcome to our next cycle of FIRST.


Anne Romanello: Also, if you want to hear Robby’s music all the time, go to 
RobbyCummings.com and buy his CD’s.


Happy Nisan!


Addendum from Julie Turck: During worship I saw and sensed a few things.  First I got the 
scripture from Jeremiah about fire being shut up in my bones.  So as I looked it up I got more 
from the passage.  But his message becomes a fire burning in my heart, shut up in my bones.  
Jeremiah 20:9a CSB 

Continued reading the word, “But the Lord is with me like a violent warrior. Therefore, my 
persecutors will stumble and not prevail. Since they have not succeeded, they will be utterly 
shamed, an everlasting humiliation that will never be forgotten. Lord of Armies, testing the 
righteous and seeing the heart and mind, let me see your vengeance on them, for I have 
presented my case to you. Sing to the Lord! Praise the Lord, for he rescues the life of the needy 
from evil people.”  Jeremiah 20:11-13 CSB


Then I was seeing an opening over us during worship of colors and creativity swirling and 
being loosed.


As we sang to the Lord and praised Him I felt Holy Spirit was saying that He was igniting the 
fire that is burning in our bones and we will not longer be held back by shame or humiliation or 
things of the past but the Lord is making war on those things and there is a release of life and 
creativity over us.  I felt it was a confirmation of what LeAnn released this morning from GZ on 
shutting the door on shame.

 

Lastly, it was about 6:10 pm and Holy Spirit said right now you are in the First Watch and 
reminded me of how part of that watch’s focus is God covenant plan.  I then was thinking how 
part of Nisan is God revealing His covenant plan to  his people.


“The secret [of the sweet, satisfying companionship] of the Lord have they who fear (revere and 
worship) Him, and He will show them His covenant and reveal to them its [deep, inner] 
meaning. [John 7:17; 15:15.]”  Psalm 25:14 AMPC 

Holy Spirit was really emphasizing FIRST and the importance and blessing of this Zoom.  Just 
us gathering to celebrate First - First of months, First sound, First decrees, and the First 
anointing and it all taking place in the 1st Watch.  He was highlighting the FIRSTS and pleased 
with the celebration on this Zoom is the best I can describe. But I sensed great significance.


http://RobbyCummings.com


Addendum with the 3 dreams:  

1. Julie Turck shared on ADAR FIRST.   DREAM from 2/13/21  

Setting: a traditional small American church. Pews on both sides and the pastor was up front 
facing the congregation.  Joe and I were sitting in a pew at a church. About 3 rows back from 
the front on the left side, kinda in the middle. 


The pastor was up front and we were making an announcement. Joe was making an 
announcing and he was very energetic and excited to make the announcement. He announced 
to the church that we named the baby “JOY”!  Joe and I both were excited about this 
announcement, clapping! The people in the church were indifferent and not even excited like a 
person normally would be for announcing a birth. I could not contain myself and was clapping 
louder and louder and then yelled “Whoa!”  


I woke up from the dream right after Joe said we named the baby “Joy.” In the dream I was 
thinking of reasons why those around us didn’t seem excited or understand how big of a deal it 
was. But JOY was the key and the baby’s name.  

 

After I got up that morning, I went and started reading my Bible. I had pulled out my Jewish 
Complete Bible this week and I am not familiar with it so when I opened my Bible, I was trying 
to see where I was because I wanted to return to John 10 and follow up from the day before. 
So when I looked to see where I opened up to, and my eyes landed on  ISA 54:1: Sing, barren 
women who has never had a child!  Burst into song, shout for joy!


2. Karen Williams dream revelation 2/15/21 

Last night I dreamed of a very large theater/performance/arena space that seemingly 
thousands of African American Christians who were dressed in dark elaborate hats and long 
sweeping dark coats were trying to get into so they could attend some kind of performance 
that was about to take place. The place in the dream reminded me of a very large local African 
American church that was once a synagogue that is used for religious convocation services 
that are held by the traditional Pentecostal denomination I was once part of.  


I dreamed that I was in the middle of a throng trying to move towards the doors that one could 
enter the theater to be seated. Suddenly, the dream turned and it appeared that everyone had 
entered into the doors to be seated and to wait for the performance to begin. However, I was in 
the venue hallway alone outside the doors. The doors were open and I could see the curtained 
stage through them but something in my spirit told me to not enter into the theater because I 
did not belong in it. I felt distinctly uncomfortable in the dream about the thought of even going 
into the theater and settling amongst the people. Something wasn’t right. I even felt that what 
was about to take place in the theater was something I was not to be a part of.  But my 
curiosity got the best of me and I went inside the theater and then even sat in a seat that was 



to the side of the stage near the rooms rear for a moment. But I felt uncomfortable in my seat 
then got up to leave.


3. Stephanie Belton dream revelation 2/15/21 

I woke up from a dream that started with me being in or attending a funeral or some type of 
church service of a well known preacher or an influential kingdom citizen. At least that is what I 
sensed in the dream.  I walked in the vestibule of the church which it seemed familiar to be a 
pentecostal church back in Maryland.  


As I walked through the church doors I went to sit on the back row and the ushers came over 
to me, prompting me to move up front to sit with the other special, I sensed the "important 
dignitaries", but I didn't want, however, after they kept motioning me to move up in front of a 
packed church service,  I proceeded up the aisle and got halfway then I told one of  the ushers 
I need to go to the bathroom. They pointed to the door I came in and gave me direction to 
where the bathrooms were located. 


At this point, it felt like everything was so familiar even though I didn't know where the 
bathrooms were.  So, I went out the door I came in, then the scenery became a short hallway 
with a large annex that appeared to be another empty sanctuary with empty pews and pulpit.  
As I began to walk down the short hallway on my way to the bathroom, which I didn't feel like I 
had to relieve myself, I just wanted to get away from going up front. 


As I was walking looking into different rooms, I was met by a mid-age man wearing an usher 
uniform (black suit white shirt and white gloves and his hair was mixed with gray), but he 
looked young. Very polished in manners, well organized. It appeared like he was securing the 
area or guarding the area. He asked if he could help me and I told him I was looking for the 
bathroom. He told me to follow the hallway around to the other side and I would see the 
bathroom.  As I walked the hallway, it wasn't as short as I thought, when I walked past the 
sanctuary I noticed everything in the church  was made of brown panel wood, there were doors 
with glass window inserts and carpet on the floor. I continued to walk the hallway, some doors 
to other rooms were closed, then I came upon several older women huddled together talking. I 
remember thinking they must be the mothers of the church, senior missionaries.

  

The scene then changed to me being outside of the building, walking down the cement steps 
on the outside of the building to the sidewalk.  When I got to the sidewalk/the ground the 
scene changed again.  It was nighttime. Then a guy pulls up in front of me in a BMW. I think it 
was dark blue and asked if I need a ride. I shook my head not, and decline, then he asked "are 
you sure?'' I looked around it was dark and no one else was around. I didn't feel afraid, then I 
said to him I'll drive. 


As I was driving I didn’t have control of the car. It was like the car was driving itself. I was so 
fascinated by the car being a BMW because I always wanted one, but couldn't afford one. At 
least that's what I was thinking in the dream while I was driving.  The car began to pick up 
speed, it was going so fast and I remembered thinking these are curvy country roads the car is 



going too fast, but I didn't put on brakes, the car was in control of itself, there were several "S" 
curves about 3, on this long country road. When the guy pulled up to me near the sidewalk we 
were in a city street scene, but the road changed to a country road as I started driving. 


Then we hit a big puddle of mud and the car came to a  stop in front of this old country grocery 
store. The guy got out of the car to go into the store asked me if I wanted something and I said 
no thanks.  While the guy was in the store, this muddy leprechaun which looked like a short 
man creature came out of the mud and started jumping on the side windows and front 
windshield trying to get into the car. I locked the doors as soon as he hit the side windows.  He 
just kept pounding on the windows with so much mud on him trying to get into the car. 


I got so irritated and I was sick and tired of him banging on the windows that I got out of the 
car, chased him around the car a couple of times, when I got back around to the drivers side of 
the car I pulled this large stick (looked like baseball bat) from my side and I swung  and hit that 
leprechaun so hard it knocked him over into the trees far away from me.  


Then after all of that here comes the guy out of the store to the car, this time he gets in the 
back left side passenger's seat. I got in the driver's seat, turned around to ask, why did he get 
in the back seat? And to my surprise I saw Hugh Grant face smiling at me. Then I woke up.  

I had to google Hugh Grant to make sure it was the face I saw in the dream, I remembered he 
was in a movie I saw a long time ago with Sandra Bullock as his lawyer.



